
Dog's Fabulous Sense Of Smell: Unleashing
the Secrets Behind Their Extraordinary
Abilities
Many pet owners are well aware of the incredible sense of smell possessed by
their furry friends. Dogs have long been recognized for their extraordinary
olfactory abilities, far surpassing those of humans. In fact, their sense of smell is
estimated to be between 10,000 to 100,000 times more sensitive than ours!

Have you ever wondered why dogs are so exceptional when it comes to sniffing?
What makes their noses so powerful and accurate? Join us on this fascinating
journey as we explore the world of a dog's fabulous sense of smell.

The Science Behind the Dog's Nose

To understand a dog's remarkable sense of smell, we need to take a closer look
at their anatomy. Inside a dog's nose, there are millions of scent receptors that
help them detect and process smells. These receptors are called olfactory
receptors and are responsible for transmitting information to the brain.
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Unlike humans, who primarily rely on their visual senses, dogs primarily rely on
their sense of smell to interpret the world around them. Their noses are designed
in a way that maximizes their smelling capabilities, with specialized structures
that enable them to differentiate various scents.

For instance, dogs possess an organ called the vomeronasal organ (VNO) or the
Jacobson's organ. This organ allows them to detect pheromones, chemical
signals that carry information among animals. This unique ability helps dogs
communicate with each other and even detect hormonal changes in humans,
such as when a woman is pregnant.

How Dogs Use Their Sense of Smell

It's no secret that dogs are often employed in search and rescue operations,
bomb and drug detection, and even aiding people with specific medical
conditions. Their exceptional olfactory abilities allow them to perform these tasks
efficiently.

Dogs can detect different odors and distinguish between them, even in minuscule
quantities. They are capable of recognizing individual smells within a complex
mixture, making them highly reliable in detecting illegal substances or missing
persons.

Moreover, certain dog breeds have been trained to identify illnesses such as
cancer, diabetes, or epileptic seizures by sniffing specific scents produced by the
human body during these conditions. This remarkable skill has led to more
accurate and early detection of potentially life-threatening diseases.

The Training Process



While dogs have a natural talent for smelling, their abilities must be honed and
trained to be put to use in practical applications. Extensive training is required to
transform raw smell detection into actionable information that can be used by
humans.

Training dogs for search and rescue missions or medical detection involves
repetitive exercises, where they learn to recognize and indicate specific odors.
These exercises are reinforced with rewards and positive reinforcements,
establishing a strong association between the smell and the desired response.

Highly trained dogs often participate in rigorous scent discrimination training,
where they are exposed to a broad range of scents and trained to distinguish
between different target odors. This training ensures that they can effectively
identify the intended target scent amidst a variety of distractions.

Dogs' fabulous sense of smell is truly awe-inspiring. Their extraordinary abilities,
honed through centuries of evolution, continue to amaze researchers and dog
lovers alike. From being our loyal companions to saving lives in critical situations,
their sense of smell plays an invaluable role.

Understanding and appreciating a dog's sense of smell not only helps us bond
better with our pets but also opens up endless possibilities for their utilization in
various sectors, ranging from medicine to security.

So, the next time your canine companion sniffs around the house or leads you to
a hidden treasure during a game of hide-and-seek, take a moment to marvel at
their incredible nose and let them know how truly amazing they are!
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Anne Lilll Kvam’s newest book contains all the information needed to train your
dog to use their fabulous sense of smell to search and track everything from
treats and toys to lost keys and people! Kvam provides clear and detailed step-
by-step instructions for each exercise, and puts a strong emphasis on the
importance of using positive reinforcement in training. Training your dog to use
their nose to search and track is a unique activity that you and your dog can enjoy
together and will enrich the lives of all participants, human and dog alike!

• Explains in detail how treat search tracking is a perfect activity for all dogs, from
puppies to seniors, couch potatoes or dogs with limited mobility to high-energy
dogs

• Contains clear explanations of how to get started and what to do if you or your
dog get stuck

• Outlines ways to increase the level of challenge while still setting the dog up for
success and avoiding frustration or burnout
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• Provides a thorough to tracking and discusses how and when to increase
difficulty of tracking with the age and length of tracks

• Gives great tips for helpers & handlers for tracking exercises

• Includes photos and true stories of tracking dogs!

Praise from bestselling author Alexandra Horowitz:

Dogs live in a world of smell -- one that most dog people aren't privy to. Anne Lill
Kvam's book offers the contemporary dog person the means and method to
interact with their dogs in that vitally important, yet oft overlooked area. Her dogs
have smelled out water, found lost keys, and located wayward sheep by their
odor alone. Kvam's experience and technique combine here to provide
something that no other training book does. Dog folks: read this book!

Alexandra Horowitz Senior Research Fellow, Dog Cognition Lab at Barnard
College and Author of Inside of a Dog: What Dogs See, Smell, and Know.

Anne Lill Kvam began working with scent discrimination dogs in Africa to detect
land mines decades ago. She now works with people all over the world to
discover the joys of scent work with their dogs through International Dog Trainer
Education Courses. Anne lives in Norway where she continues to explore the
fabulous sense of smell that dogs possess.



Note: Some of the material in this book previously appeared in the author’s The
Canine Kingdom of Scent published in 2012.
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